We have developed a miniaturized fluorescence detection platform for droplet based assays that can monitor multiple channels using only a single photodetector and no lenses. To accomplish this, we take advantage of the high bandwidth of electronics and encode the signal from each channel using distinct micropatterned masks.
Miniaturized, multiplexed readout of droplet-based microfluidic assays using time-domain modulation
Melaku Muluneh, Bawul Kim, Gershon Buchsbaum, David Issadore! Recent advances in microfluidics to generate and control picoliter emulsions of water in oil have enabled ultra-sensitive assays for small molecules, proteins, nucleic acids, and cells. Unfortunately, the conventional fluorescence detection used to measure the outcome of these droplet-based assays has not proven suited to match the time and space multiplexing capabilities of microfluidic systems. To address this challenge, we developed an in-flow fluorescence detection platform that enables multiple streams of droplets to be monitored using only a single photodetector and no lenses. The key innovation of our technology is the amplitude modulation of the signal from fluorescent droplets using distinct micro-patterned masks for each channel. By taking advantage of the high bandwidth of electronics, our technique enables the velocity-independent recovery of weak fluorescent signals (SNR << 1) using only simple hardware, obviating the need for lasers, bulky detectors, and complex fluid control. We demonstrated a handheld-sized device that simultaneously monitors four independent channels with the capability to be scaled-up to more than sixteen, limited primarily by the droplet density. !
Introduction!
Droplet-based assays, in which microscale emulsions are used as isolated compartments to run many independent chemical reactions, have gained popularity in recent years as a platform for a wide range of biomedical applications. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Compared to the conventional laboratory approach of using millimeter-sized well plates to isolate fluids, micrometer-scale droplets contain only picoliters (10 -12 L) of fluid, offering a 10 6 x reduction in volume. Furthermore, compared to the hundreds of compartments available on a conventional well plate, microfluidics allow droplets to be created at rates as high as 10 6 per minute, 7-9 offering a >10 4 x increase in the number of compartments over conventional techniques. The enormous increase in sensitivity that comes from massively parallelized, ultra-small volume assays, has been harnessed to detect both single molecules of protein and nucleic acid, 1,2 to monitor molecular concentrations as a function of time, 3, 4 to perform high-throughput screens for directed evolution, 5 and to assay single cells. 4,6! While the microfluidics to produce and process droplets can be miniaturized and integrated onto compact, monolithic chips, 5, 6, [10] [11] [12] the read-out of droplet-based assays have been more difficult to miniaturize. Fluorescence-based sensing continues to be the favored detection modality due to three distinct advantages: 1. Molecular beacons, which can turn on or off fluorescence based on binding events, obviate extra steps to wash away excess reagents, 13-15 2. Differently colored fluorophores allow for the detection of multiple targets in a single droplet, [16] [17] 3. Widely available fluorescencebased reagents ease assay development. 18 Much previous work has been done to integrate fluorescence detection with droplet microfluidics, and related work has been done to miniaturize fluorescence detection of cells. 11, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] Wide-field microscopy techniques have been developed that can take micrographs of static droplets, with an ability to resolve as many as 10 6 in a single-shot. [22] [23] [24] Other groups have developed in-flow detection systems, which have the advantage of real-time sorting, down-stream processing, and an ability to measure a far greater numbers of droplets than possible with the static techniques, measuring as many as 10 4 droplets per second. 10, 11, 27, 28 However, because these techniques require complex optics and are not easily amenable to monitoring more than one channel, they cannot take full advantage of microfluidics' multiplexing capability or its potential for portable point-of-care use. 12! To address these challenges, we have developed a miniaturized in-flow droplet detection scheme that can simultaneously measure fluorescent droplets in multiple channels. Our chip uses only a single silicon photodetector, no lenses, and no sophisticated fluid control, making it well suited for easy integration into a microfluidic platform. The key innovation to our technology is the use of amplitude modulated encoding of the fluorescence signal from passing droplets, using a distinct micropatterned ("barcoded") mask for each of the channels. (Fig. 1a) This patterning allows the one-dimensional signal from the photodetector to be decompressed into a set of vectors, each representing one of the individual channels. This time encoding serves two functions, 1. It allows the recovery of weak signals (SNR << 1) using correlationbased signal recovery, 29 and therefore enables a simple hardware implementation that does not include lenses, lasers, or highly sensitive detectors, 2. It allows for independent monitoring of multiple channels using only a single detector, enabling additional assays to be implemented on a single chip without having to add to the complexity of the hardware. In this study, we experimentally demonstrated a device with four channels and provide analysis to show that this particular design can be scaled to monitor many more channels (c > 16), primarily limited by the droplet density and the distribution of droplets in the channel. Furthermore, we coupled this detection platform with a fabrication strategy that enables multiple droplet makers to be integrated onto a single chip, demonstrating a compact, self-contained platform to generate and readout parallelized droplet based assays.!
Methods!
Amplitude modulated encoding of the fluorescence signal! The chip consists of four modular components, shown in Fig. 1a: 1. The droplet generators to make monodispersed emulsions, 2. A side-illumination system to excite the fluorescent dyes within the droplets, 3. A mask to modulate the fluorescent signals of passing droplets, and 4. An optical detection system to measure and record the emitted light. The basic operating mechanism of the chip is shown in Fig. 1b . A side illuminator, consisting of a light emitting diode (LED) shines light, which is tuned to the excitation wavelength of the fluorophore λex, into the microfluidic chip. Anti-resonant coupling contains the light within the microchip and uniformly and intensely illuminates the fluid channel. 30 A droplet containing a fluorescent dye, passing through the microchannel, will absorb the excitation light and fluoresce. The isotropically emitted fluorescence light passes through the patterned mask and into the Silicon photodetector. As the droplet moves down the channel, its emitted light is amplitude modulated by the mask. (Fig. 1c) Between the mask and photodetector is a long pass optical filter to diminish background signal from scattered excitation light. The system is roughly the size of a cell phone (10 x 5 x 2 cm 3 ). (Fig. 1d) 
!
As the droplet passes under the mask, its emitted light transitions from being blocked to being transmitted, which results in a binary, amplitude modulated signal Vd(t). (Fig. 1b) We define the mask pattern mn, for each of the n channels, as a series of 1s and 0s, with 1 being transparent and 0 being opaque. Each mask pattern consists of 105 bits, with each bit being 80 µm long, resulting in an 8.4 mm long detection region. The photodetector, a 10 x 10 mm 2 Silicon photodiode (Thor Labs, PDA100a) sits immediately on top of the mask. (Fig. 1d) The fluid channel is 150 µm wide, 70 µm deep, and the droplets are approximately 60 µm in diameter. The mask, which consists of lithographically patterned metal on glass, also serves as the roof of the microfluidic channel. The close proximity of the mask to the droplets ensures that each bit in the mask pattern subtends the largest possible solid angle of light emitted (Fig. 1d) from the droplets and therefore ensures contrast between 1s and 0s. ! Signal extraction! When processing the signal from the photodetector Vd(t), we aim to determine if a fluorescent droplet has passed through the detection region, and if so, to determine which channel it passed through. To this end, we project the signal onto a set of vectors Ψn, each representing the relative correlation of the signal from the passing droplet Vd(t) and each of the masks mn. We can calculate the cross-correlation Ψn(τ) = Vd(t)*mn(x/v) = ∫Vd(t)mn(x/v + τ)dt from -∞ to ∞, where mn(x) are each of the n mask patterns, scaled in time by the droplet velocity mn(x/v). (Fig. 2a) ! An example of raw data that comes from the photodetector as a droplet, loaded with 10 nM rhodamine B, passes through the detection region is shown in Fig. 2c . After the signal is passed through the bank of correlators (Fig. 2a) , a set of vectors are generated, Ψ1 (Fig. 2d) , Ψ2 (Fig. 2e) , Ψ3 (Fig. 2f) , and Ψ4 (Fig. 2g) . The droplet causes a large peak in Ψ2, allowing us to identify the droplet as having passed through that channel. We define a gating threshold value Ψt that is applied to each of these vectors (shown as a green dashed line) above which we consider a fluorescent droplet detected.! Mask design! To generate the optimal mask patterns, we defined two design considerations. First, the masks should be minimally correlated with themselves, such that the energy E(ma*ma) is minimal. This constraint allows the droplets to be concurrently present in the detection region in the same channel and be distinguished from one another. Second, the masks should be minimally cross-correlated with one another, such that the energy E(ma*mb) is minimal for a ≠ b. This constraint ensures that the signals from different channels are maximally separable. To generate such masks, we referred back to a mathematical framework developed to generate maximally uncorrelated, pseudo-random sequences, for applications in radar and telecommunications. 31 ! Pseudorandom vectors, known as maximum length sequences (MLS), can be generated using a feedback register. 31 For a sequence of length L = 2 M -1, the shift register's elements are defined by a primitive polynomial h(x) of degree M. By iterating this shift register, a series of 1s and 0s can be generated that are minimally autocorrelated. 31 To create multiple channels, we generated a two-dimensional MLS by folding the one-dimensional MLS into a two-dimensional array as described by MacWilliams and Sloane, 1976. 31 
The length of the mask patterns for the device that we designed was 105 bits. The sequence was made as long as possible to minimize each channel's autocorrelation and the cross-correlation between channels. 31 Its length was constrained by the size of the photodetector. The Silicon photodetector (Thor Labs, PDA100A) that we used was 10 x 10 mm 2 , and since we did not use any lenses, this set the size of the detection region. The size of each pixel in the mask was determined by the size of the droplets. To ensure that a large fraction of the isotropically emitted light from each droplet was blocked by the mask pattern, the pixel size of the mask was matched to that of the droplets. We used 60 µm droplets and chose 80 µm pixels. The total number of bits per channel was thus constrained to be < 125 (10 mm / 80 µm).! To create a set of masks each 105 bits long, which matched our specifications for minimal auto and cross-correlation, we used the process in MacWilliams and Sloane to create a pseudo random matrix array from pseudo random maximum length sequences (MLS). The dimensions of the pseudo random matrix are certain permissable factorizations of the MLS sequence. Here we used 105 x 39 = 4095 =2 12 -1 (M = 12). We compared these sequences to randomly generated sequences of masks using MATLAB, and found the MLS generated masks to have, as expected, 31 a significantly smaller autocorrelation and cross-correlation (P < 10 -4 , two-tailed t test). We also developed an alternative strategy to generate masks, in which we generated a large library of random masks, and then selected a subset of masks that had low autocorrelation. From that subset, we then selected a subset of pairs that had low cross-correlation, and from those pairs, sets of four that have low cross-correlation. The two procedures yielded similar results, but the MLS technique took only a few seconds of computation time whereas the selection technique took several hours, and became untenably slow for greater than four channels. Both implementations were performed in MATLAB.! Device fabrication! We fabricated the chip using a combination of soft lithography to make the fluidic channels and standard planar lithography to create the masks. (Fig. 3a) The molded PDMS layer was fabricated using standard single-layer SU-8 lithography (SU-8 2025, MicroChem) with 80 μm thick features. The mask was patterned into Ni on glass, using standard planar photolithography. First, Ni was thermal evaporated onto glass slides (Kurt Lesker PVD 75, Wolf Nanofabrication Facility, University of Pennsylvania). Subsequently, the mask pattern was lithographically defined (Shipley 1813) using wet etching of the Ni (Iron (III) Chloride). The Ni patterned glass slide was permanently bonded to the molded PDMS layer using PDMS-stamped bonding. 7 (Fig. 3b) ! Droplet Design! Droplets were generated using T-Junctions. (Fig. 3c) 32 Four T-Junctions were integrated onto a single device, with only a single oil input, using hybrid soft-lithography / laser machining. 7 We fabricated the droplet generators using a combination of 1. soft lithography to make micro-scale droplet makers and fluidic channels in a layer of PDMS, and 2. direct laser micromachining to make vias to a second layer of PDMS that has much deeper (d = 200 µm) laser-engraved channels to deliver oil evenly to the individual droplet makers. 7 The T junction's aperture was 100 µm wide and 50 µm deep. (Fig. 3c) For the continuous phase, we used mineral oil, with 5% V/V Span 80 and 1% V/V Tween (Fisher Scientific). Flow rates were 0.1 mL/hr for the aqueous phase and 1 mL/hr for the oil phase, and were controlled using syringe pumps (Braintree Scientific). The aqueous phase was prepared by creating a 10 nM Rhodamine B solution (Fisher Scientific) with DI water. Prior to use, the microfluidic channels were coated with Aquapel (PPG Industries) to ensure that the walls were preferentially wet by the mineral oil. The mean droplet size was 60 µm and the coefficient of variation (CV) was 5%. (Fig. 3d) Using on-chip reservoirs for the four aqueous inputs, and connecting the two chips together using tygon tubing, a single syringe pump was capable of driving the device. Using tubing to connect two separate chip modules was done for convenient prototyping. The droplet generator and detection module, made using compatible fabrication strategies, were also seamlessly integrated onto the same chip. !
Electronics Design!
The output current from the photodetector was amplified, digitized, and processed using custom electronics. (Fig. 3c) The photodetector sensor had a responsivity of 200 mA/W at λ = 600 nm. The photodetector was connected to a G = 0.75 x 10 6 V/A transimpedance amplifier with a DC-20 kHz bandwidth.(Thor PD100A) The output of the transimpedance amplifier was AC coupled to a pre-amplifier (PA) with a gain of 20, and a high-pass frequency of fH = 1 Hz and a low pass frequency of 20 kHz.(Ithaco) The output of the PA was connected to an analog to digital converter,(National Instruments, NI USB-6009) which digitized the signal at 40 kS/s before sending the signal to a computer or smart phone over USB for analysis. All analysis was done on personal computer (MATLAB), but for a portable implementation this processing could be done using either a digital signal processing (DSP) chip or using cloud computing. 12! Optics Design! The optics in the chip were kept as small and inexpensive as possible, using commercial products that could be packaged into a small-footprint, portable device (Fig. 1d) . The excitation light was provided by an ultra-bright LED (λex = 530 nm) (Luminus, CBT-90-G-C11-JK201) packaged into a custom laser machined (Universal Laser) acrylic box with heat sink (Wakefield Thermal Solutions, 19757-M-AB). The box was design such that the chip could slide into it, similar to a slot connector, and the light would couple to the chip at an oblique angle for maximum anti-resonant coupling. 30 A silicon photdetector mounted on a printed circuit board, with integrated transimpedance amplification was used (Thor Labs, PDA 100a). A λ = 600 nm long pass filter (Edmund optics) was placed between the chip and detector to diminish (95% reflectance) the effect of scattered light at the excitation wavelength. !
Results!
Velocity independent detection! The detection scheme described above requires accurate knowledge of the droplet's velocity v. This requirement poses a major challenge to this technique because controlling droplet velocity would necessitate the use of expensive syringe pumps, tight restrictions on fabrication tolerances, and greater control over droplet size and position within the microchannels, adding significantly to the cost and complexity of the platform.! Therefore, we decided that rather than control the droplet velocity, to instead use an algorithm that could adopt to droplets with dispersed velocities. To this end, rather than calculate a one-dimensional cross-correlation between the output signal Vd(t) and each mask pattern mn(x/v), we calculated the two-dimensional correlation mn (x/V) *Vd(t), where V is a 1-d matrix with a range of velocities [vmin:vmax] . This two-dimensional correlation was efficiently calculated using MATLAB. The output is a two-dimensional matrix (Fig. 2b) in velocity v and time t, from which peak positions (vp,tp) could accurately be found in the 2-d space. Due to the use of uncorrelated, pseudo-random sequences for the masks, there were no significant false correlations with other masks due to the dispersion of droplet velocities (Fig. S1) . Variations in velocity could be caused by dispersion in droplet size or by the increase in hydrodynamic resistance when a droplet enters a channel. 33 An assumption of this technique is that the droplet velocity is constant for the duration of time (~ 50 ms) in the detection region, which we verified experimentally. Through simulation, we demonstrated that the device performance was unaffected by small linear accelerations (as much as 5% change in the initial velocity v0) of the droplets while they pass through the detection region (Fig. S2) .! Measuring fluorescent droplets below the noise floor! Our correlation-based detection scheme allowed extremely weak signals (SNR << 1) to be recovered from below the noise floor. Our platform can efficiently separate signal from the noise because the signal correlates with the pattern of the mask, whereas the noise does not. The capability to recover weak signals is important for our design because it allows for lens free use making it well suited for miniaturization. To demonstrate this capability, we measured weakly fluorescent droplets with an SNR ~ 0.25, which could not be resolved in the raw data. (Fig. 4a) The signal to noise ratio was calculated by dividing the energy in the signal from a passing droplet by the average energy of the noise over the same time interval. The primary source of noise was found to come from the Silicon photodetector, and not from ambient light or the excitation source, with a noise equivalent power NEP = 1.22 x 10 -12 W/√Hz. After correlating this data with the correct mask m2, the peak in its correlation vector Ψ was well above the noise floor (SNR > 10) in the correlation data and easily detected. (Fig. 4b) 
!

Measuring multiple droplets in the detection region simultaneously!
The high sensitivity of our platform comes partially from the detection region's large area (10 x 10 mm 2 ), which collects many photons from fluorescing droplets as they pass. However, the trade-off for having a large detection region is that, if we restrict ourselves to one droplet in the detection region at a time as in conventional cytometry, it severely limits the device's throughput. To this end, we designed the masks to be capable of resolving multiple droplets within the detection region simultaneously. We chose mask patterns that have low autocorrelation and low cross-correlation with one another, such that our correlation-based detection strategy could resolve droplets in different positions along the same channel or in different channels concurrently.! To demonstrate this capability, we measured three droplets which passed through the detection region concurrently, all in the same channel. In the raw data, the three signals overlap and are not possible to resolve. (Fig. 4c) However, after correlating this data with the correct mask, the three peaks in the correlation vector Ψ become well separated and could be individually resolved. (Fig. 4d) 
!
Multichannel detection!
A key feature of our platform is the ability to detect droplets in multiple channels simultaneously. To characterize this capability, we performed a set of experiments where we sent droplets through specific channels and compared the output of the device to the expected outcomes. This functionality is demonstrated in Fig. 5a , which shows two droplets passing through the detection region, one of the droplets passing in channel 1 and the other in channel 2. After correlating this data with the correct masks, we can see a clear peak in channel 2 corresponding to the first droplet and a clear peak in channel 1 corresponding to the second droplet, allowing each droplet's correct channel to be readily identified. (Fig. 5a -bottom) ! Quantification of device sensitivity and specificity! To characterize the tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity, we tested the device using a range of threshold values Ψt and generated a receiver operator characteristic curve.(ROC) We defined the sensitivity = TP/P, where TP is the number of instances the detector successfully detected a passing droplet and correctly identified its channel and P is the total number of droplets. We defined the specificity = TN/N of the detector, where TN = N-FP is the true negatives and is defined by the total false positives FP, the instances when the detector falsely detects a droplet and the total number of negatives N = P * (c-1), which is defined by P the total number of droplets and c the total number of channels.! We first passed droplets through one of the four channels at a time and quantified the sensitivity and specificity of detection. We summarize the results of the experiments in a heat map (Fig. 5b) . The device performed as expected; droplets were detected in the channels where droplets were passing, along the diagonal of the heat map, and not in the incorrect channels, off diagonal. For each of the tests, we passed ~400 droplets with an SNR ~ 1. For the threshold value Ψt chosen, the sensitivity was 1.0 and the specificity was 0.994. ! To demonstrate the chip's ability to simultaneously detect droplets in multiple channels, we next passed droplets through each of the six possible sets of channels (ch1 & ch2, ch1 & ch3, etc...) We summarize the results of the experiments in a heat map. (Fig. 5c ) Droplets were detected in the correct sets of channels and not in the incorrect channels. For each of the tests, we passed ~800 droplets with an SNR ~1. For the threshold value Ψt chosen, the average sensitivity was 1.0 and the specificity was 0.993. ! We characterized the tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity by generating an ROC curve that summarizes the results described above. For droplets with an approximate SNR ~1, we found an area under the curve, AUC = 0.9995, demonstrating the ability to robustly monitor parallel streams of droplets using only a single photodetector. (Fig. 5d) 
!
Characterizing the effect of design parameter choices on performance ! To characterize and to aid in the design of the system, we supplemented our physical experiments with a model to simulate a wider range of parameters than was plausible with prototyping. The model was carried out using Matlab. The point in time tp that a droplet passes through a channel and the specific channel the droplet passes through n were generated stochastically using random number generators. The signal from the passing droplet was created using the mask pattern Vd(t) = m(n,x/v-tp)+Vd(t), scaled by the droplet velocity v and placed into the output signal Vd(t) at time point tp. N droplets were iteratively placed. Gaussian noise was added to the signal to the appropriate signal to noise ratio SNR. The model was verified by direct comparison to our experimental data. Using this model, we were able to determine the limits of our detection strategy, which sets the groundwork for future applications and development. ! First, we investigated how the sensitivity and specificity of droplet detection were a function of the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the photodetector. For the setup used in this study (L = 100 bits, c = 4 channels) we found that droplets could be detected with high sensitivity and accuracy (AUC = 0.9991) with an SNR as low as -10 dB (0.1). (Fig.  6a) Below an SNR of -13 dB (0.05) the sensitivity and specificity began to fall off rapidly. The ability to resolve droplets when the signal is only 5% of noise, enables weakly fluorescent droplets to be resolved using a simple, lens free photodetector.! Next, we measured the effect of the number of bits in the mask L on performance. For a system matched to the one that we built (SNR = -6 dB, c = 4 channels) we found that we could reduce the mask length to as low as L = 100 bits,(AUC = 0.999) without a significant reduction in performance. Below L = 50 bits, sensitivity and specificity fell off rapidly. We attribute the increase in performance with bit length based on two factors, 1. As the number of bits is increased, the droplet is effectively measured more instances, leading to an increase in the effective SNR by signal averaging ~ √L 2. As the number of bits is increased, the cross-correlation between the channels ma * mb≠a correspondingly decreases, which reduces the background signal in Ψa when a droplet passes through a channel b ≠ a.! Characterizing the limitations for increasing the number of channels! Finally, we used our model system to demonstrate the feasibility of adding more channels than the c = 4 demonstrated in our prototype. In our first experiment, we kept the total droplet rate constant R = R0, such that the average number of droplets in the detection region was ~1. For a device matched to the one that we built (L = 100 bits, SNR = -6 dB), we found that as the number of channels increased from c = 4 to 16 the sensitivity and specificity remained constant. (Fig. 6c) We understand this result based on two factors, 1. The increase in correlation ma*mb≠a between channels as c is increased from 4 to 16 is insignificant, because the number of uncorrelated masks that can be generated from L = 100 bits is much larger than c. 31 2. As the number of channels is increased, there are more correlation vectors Ψa per droplet. The peakfinding algorithm identifies peaks by comparing peak height to the local variance in the other vectors Ψb≠a. As we increase the number of channels c, there was increased averaging, which decreases the false positives and negatives.! We found that the chip's ability to multiplex was ultimately limited by the droplet density, with performance falling off when the average number of droplets in the detection region increased beyond ~2. (Fig. 6d ) Because in our model the position of the droplets in the channel followed Poisson statistics, as the average number of droplets in the detection region became greater than 2, it became increasingly likely that we'd find > 5 droplets in the detection region at any given instance, at which point that detector was no longer able to resolve individual events. To test this phenomenon, rather than keep the total droplet rate constant R = R0, we kept the droplet rate per channel constant R ∝ c. We chose the droplet rate such that for 4 channels, there was on average one droplet in the detection region at a time, and the rate increased proportionally as channels were added. The performance of the device fell off proportionally with each added channel. (Fig. 6d, inset) .!
Discussion!
We have developed a miniature fluorescence droplet detector with the ability to simultaneously monitor multiple streams of droplets. We demonstrated that on a cell phone sized platform, using only off the shelf optics, extremely high sensitivity and specificity could be achieved. Our chip used only a single silicon photodetector, no lenses, and no sophisticated fluid control making it well suited for low-cost, portable diagnostics. Amplitude modulation of the fluorescence signal using distinct micropatterned masks for each of the channels, allowed multiple channels of droplets to be monitored. This technique also allowed weak signals (SNR as low as 0.05) to be recovered using correlation-based signal recovery. It also allowed for multiple droplets concurrently passing through the detection region to be resolved. By coupling this detection platform with a chip that integrates multiple droplet makers, we demonstrated a miniaturized platform to perform parallel, independent droplet-based assays.! This work builds upon previous work to encode optical signals from cells in the timedomain. Most notably, Kiesel et al have developed a compact flow cytometer using spatial modulation of fluorescently labeled cells as they pass down a channel. 19, 29, 34 By correlating the detected signal with the known pattern, high signal-to-noise was achieved using relatively simple optics. This technique has been implemented to monitor CD4+ cells in whole blood 34 , and has been extended to multi-color fluorescence detection 19 . In related work, Yu-Hwa Lo et al have used time-domain encoding to measure weak side-scattering signals from unlabeled microbeads and cells. 35, 36 Similar approaches have also been developed to improve fluorescence imaging of cells, by encoding two dimensional images into a serial time-domain waveform for imaging dynamic processes 37 and to reduce image blur of fluorescence imaging in microfluidic chips 38 . Our work is most differentiated from prior work by its use of multiple uncorrelated masks in parallel to independently monitor multiple channels and its integration with droplet-based microfluidics.! ! Our platform's capability to perform and read-out multiple parallel droplet based assays on an integrated chip is well suited for many applications. One key application is digital polymerase chain reaction (DPCR), where each stream of droplets can be mixed with a different primer to test for a different target DNA or RNA. 39, 40 Digital PCR can achieve sensitivity of a single molecule, and there are many applications where screening for many markers would allow for complex signatures of disease to be resolved. 41 There has been great interest in recent years in designing PCR assays to quantify multiple targets in single reactions using differently colored dyes 42 and different lengths of amplicons 43 . Similarly, amplification strategies that enable single molecules of protein to be detected using droplet based assays have been recently reported. 44 Furthermore, our chip's compact, microfluidic format can be seamlessly integrated with front-end sample processing, such as immunomagnetic isolation of rare cells, 45, 46 or on-chip staining, 47 enabling highly sensitive molecular analysis directly on clinical samples.! ! There are several aspects of the our platform that can be further developed to expand the system's functionality. Currently, our system detects only a single color for each droplet. However, as has been previously shown by other groups on cell-based detection systems, 25, 48 multicolor detection can be integrated with masked systems. The data acquisition electronics, which currently fundamentally limits the overall throughput to 10 4 drops/min, could be further improved (~50x) to further exploit the high bandwidth of microelectronics. The maximum throughput demonstrated on our chip, 10 3 drops/min, was set by the leakage of our device at high flow rates due to the viscosity of the mineral oil that was used. This throughput could be improved by switching to a less viscous continuous phase or increasing the cross sectional area of the fluid channel. Furthermore, the data processing that is currently done off-chip using MATLAB could be carried out in real-time using a digital signal processing chip 49 , enabling real-time sorting to be integrated into this platform. Additionally, this correlation-based detection scheme can be extended to other modalities, including dielectric 48 and magnetic sensing. 50 
! !
Fully integrating this device with mobile technology will allow it to be used directly where molecular diagnostics are needed. By taking advantage of low-cost electronics and data processing, this chip-based platform is poised to offer a new tool for clinicians and researchers seeking rapid insight into molecular markers.! ! ! ! Figure. 2 Amplitude modulated detection. a. The signal measured by the photodetector Vd(t) is projected into vectors Ψn(τ) = Vd(t)*mn(x/v) = ∫Vd(t)mn(x/v + τ)dt from -∞ to ∞, each representing the likelihood of the droplet having passed through an individual channel n and traveling at velocity v . b. To make the detection scheme robust against droplets traveling at different velocities, we performed this correlation for a range of velocities, leading to a two-dimensional correlation over a range of velocities. In the example shown, three droplets at three distinct velocities can be observed. c. An example of raw data Vd from a single passing droplet. A set of vectors are generated, Ψ1 (d), Ψ2 (e), Ψ3 (f), and Ψ4 (g). The droplet causes a large peak in Ψ2, allowing us to identify the droplet as having passed through that channel. ! !
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Lab on a Chip Accepted Manuscript ! Figure. 3 Prototype design. a. The device was fabricated using a combination of soft lithography to make molded PDMS fluidic channels and standard planar lithography of Ni on glass to create the masks. The Si photodetector sits immediately on top of the chip, a filter is used to block scattered excitation light. b. An optical micrograph of a portion of the device. The scale bar is 160 µm. c. A schematic of the integrated droplet generators. Four T-Junction droplet generators were integrated onto a single device, with only a single oil input. Hybrid soft-lithography / laser machining was used to fabricate this chip, in which soft lithography was used to fabricate a molded layer for the fluidic channels and direct laser micromachining was used to create vias, connecting these channels to deep laser-engraved channels that bring oil to the individual droplet makers. Parallel streams of droplets can be monitored simultaneously by using the unique pattern of each channels' mask to identify each passing droplet's channel. a. Two droplets are shown passing in the raw data. After correlation with the set of four masks, the first droplet creates a peak in m2 and the second in m1, allowing their channels to be correctly identified. These curves are the maximum projection of correlations at varying velocity v. b. To test this platform, we passed droplets through each of the four channels and quantified the fraction of droplets measured in each channel in a heat map. Black dots show the channels where droplets were passed. c. We similarly tested the chip's capability for measuring multiple channels simultaneously, by passing droplets through each of the six possible pairs of channels. d. The sensitivity and specificity was quantified, and summarized on a receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve.! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
